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ShoreS of Korantia

Introduction

W elcome to ShoreS of Korantia, a book which exam-
ines a key region within Thennla: a fully detailed fan-
tasy world that has been specifically designed and 

created as a setting for runeQueSt.  

This setting’s genesis goes back to the days of  Chaosium’s 2nd 
Edition runeQueSt; however it was first published in two large 
format books from Mongoose Publishing using the Legend 
system: age of treaSon: the iron Simulacrum and age of 
treaSon: the iron companion. If  you have those books then 
you already have a wealth of  material that you can use alongside 
what is provided here, with only minor adjustments. Some ele-
ments have been repeated, but only as much as is was necessary 
to make it possible to use this book as a stand-alone publica-
tion. The vast majority of  what is presented here is new, and 
exclusive to runeQueSt 6th Edition. 

What’s In thIs BooK
This book is designed to give the Games Master everything 
needed to get started with on devising a runeQueSt campaign 
in the setting. The world is described, the region of  Korantia 
with its peoples, customs and cults are is detailed, and a spe-
cific area for adventuring is fleshed out, with maps, city plans, 
personalities, plot hooks, scenarios and statistics for key NPCs. 
Three scenarios are also provided, of  varying length and com-
plexity, and these can be woven together into a mini campaign 
to last for several sessions in play, with enough background 
detail provided to readily spin off  into many more.

the land of KorantIa
Korantia is a place you can find on a map, set between the 
Ozyrian mountains and the sea, on the continent of  Taygus 
that is home to the largest share of  humanity and where civilisa-
tion has reached heights unknown anywhere else. However, to 
those who call themselves Korantines any land can be Korantia; 
wherever they settle, and wherever there are people who share 
their languages and customs, deserves to share in the name.  
For all that, Korantia is made up of  many city states, some of  
them very large with a population numbering in the hundreds 
of  thousands, but many rather small and yet still fiercely inde-
pendent, each with its own cults, laws and constitution, its own 
military, its own coinage. Over them all sits an Emperor, the 
mortal representative of  the sun god the Korantines call Lanis. 
This Emperor has no real power to command his subject states, 
and the notion of  a Korantine Empire is little more than an 
echo of  a long-lost past when such was the reality... before the 
Empire’s capital sank beneath the ocean waves. 

Korantia is situated by the Inner Ocean, a great expanse of  
water on the other side of  which lie continents whose lands 
and peoples are barely known, but that are a siren’s call for 
those seeking adventure and new resources to exploit. While 
the northern routes across this ocean are dominated by Koran-
tines from Sarestra and Kipsipsindra, the southern routes are 
almost monopolised by foreigners from the lands of  Assabia; 
– Sharranket in particular.  Two Korantine cities, Borissa and 
Himela, compete with each other for first place in taking on 
these foreigners and carving a new Korantine presence in this 
part of  the ocean, but at the same time the hostile Jekkarene 
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Theocracy and its protector, the Taskan Empire, are dipping 
their toes in the Inner Ocean for the very first time.

Neighbours and Threats
Even in the Korantine heartland there are other people – most 
of  them disenfranchised and poor, descendants of  the indig-
enous Thennalt people, whose lands were seized and popula-
tions absorbed or dispersed when the city-states were founded. 
These folk are regularly referred to as Pagans, a word that 
denotes simple country folk or ‘bumpkins’, slaves to old ways 
and to obsolete beliefs. Sometimes these people turn to revolt 
or resort to banditry, but they are scattered and, disunited peo-
ple and never pose a serious threat.

Korantia is under sustained pressure from rivals and enemies 
on its land borders. To the North is Marangia, a Thennalt king-
dom where barbarian folk still live in accordance with traditions 
that include taking every opportunity to break into civilised 
lands in search of  plunder. Not so long ago the border state 
of  Tysil and its allies mounted an expedition into Marangia and 
inflicted a major defeat on the kingdom, but it is surely only a 
matter of  time before they recover sufficiently to pose a serious 
threat once more.  

To the East is the Taskan Empire, a growing and energetic 
power ruled by the immortal god-emperor Zygas Taga through 
his viceroy, an animated statue known as The Iron Simulacrum. 
The Taskan Empire looms large in the minds of  those Koran-
tines who appreciate that unless its power starts to wane they 
may soon be on a collision course with its further expansion. 50 
years ago, Korantines from several city-states took part in a war 
between rival factions in the Thennalt land of  Camtri, in which 
the Taskans took the other side. That war ended in a victory 
for the Taskan-supported faction and ultimately the absorption 
of  Camtri into the Taskan Empire. Many feel these events are 
likely to be repeated in other lands that lie between the Koran-
tine and Taskan spheres of  influence.

South of  the Korantine heartland, beyond the borderlands of  
Brotomagia, is Methelea, home to the Jekkarene Theocracy. 
The matriarchal Jekkarenes are the ancient enemy, credited with 
the destruction of  the Korantine Empire when the oceans were 
summoned to swamp its shining capital on the isle of  Korantis. 
The Jekkarenes have until now shown little appetite to expand 
beyond their natural borders, but they have become  a protec-
torate of  the Taskan Empire and are surely weaving nefarious 
plots with their Taskan friends to lay Korantia low.

the World of thennla
Korantia is just one region of  a world named after its primary 
earth-goddess, Theyna.  This world is one in which humanity is 
not only the dominant sentient race, but according to many, is 
the only sentient race.

Geography
The world is a disc upon which the major land masses encircling 
an Inner Ocean and which are, in turn, surrounded by the Outer 
Ocean. Beyond the Outer Ocean is the Edge of  the World and 
it is variously reported that crossing over is impossible, is cer-
tain death, or offers transport to other worlds or dimensions. 
Above the world is the realm of  sky, which stretches all around 
at least as far the Edge of  the World, and above that is the Vault 
of  Heaven, which so far as is known is solid and impenetrable. 
The distance from one side of  the world to the other is about 
7,000 miles. It is not known how high is the Vault of  Heaven 
but it is assumed to be dome-shaped and at least 1,000 miles 
high at its centre. Some scholars suspect that it is in fact the 
upper part of  a sphere within which sits the earth, with the vast 
majority of  the sphere’s volume being beneath the earth’s sur-
face, which is where the Many Hells are to be found.

It is possible to walk overland from one end of  the world to 
the other, for there is only a single break in the encircling land-
masses that separate the Inner from the Outer Ocean. Nobody, 
we can be sure, has ever done so; but Aristentorus of  Hypata 
made a circumnavigation of  the Ocean 300 years ago and con-
firmed this to be true. 

The Outer Ocean
Lashed by epic storms, whipped up by divine powers and stirred 
by magical tides and currents, the Outer Ocean is unfathomably 
deep and makes for unbelievably dangerous sailing. Having said 
that, it is not such a broad ocean – the Edge of  the World is 
disconcertingly close if  you can survive the crossing.

The Inner Ocean
The principal route of  communication between human cultures, 
the Inner Ocean is generally kind to shipping, and its shores 
support the greatest concentrations of  human population. The 
Ocean has its own geography of  underwater volcanoes, treach-
erous shallows, deep-sea trenches and stormy capes. It is at its 
most violent and hazardous in the South where it meets the 
Outer Ocean. Powerful currents  cancurrents can help or hin-
der the seaborne adventurer or merchant, and frequently dictate 
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be transferred to a new place, and the rites of  consecration to 
establish its boundaries conducted anew.

What a City-State Looks Like
The majority of  Korantine cities have walls. It is considered 
ideal if  the heart of  it, the place where the city goddess’ own 
temple is located, is situated on an easily defensible terrain fea-
ture with its own fortifications - a citadel or refuge - since if  this 
ever falls to an enemy then the state itself  may be permanently 
destroyed. Additional circuits of  walls are added over time as 
the urban area expands in size, in order to directly offer protec-
tion to the inhabitants or to ensure that strategically important 
bits of  the surrounding terrain are secured from occupation by 
would-be attackers.  

Inside the city walls the Korantine preference is for orderly 
street plans, so far as is possible laid out on a grid; but the more 

ancient the city the more likely its plan is to be rather more 
haphazard.  Within the consecrated areas of  the city are found 
all the grandest buildings, and often residential buildings built 
to several stories in order to accommodate as many people as 
possible on the most desirable real estate. The streets and pub-
lic spaces are cobbled or flagged, and since beasts of  burden are 
generally kept off  the main thoroughfares, are mercifully free 
of  the quantities of  ordure that can be encountered in foreign 
cities.

Every city has a space where citizens meet to conduct the busi-
ness of  law or politics, and this is closely connected with areas 
set aside for temple precincts that double up as civic adminis-
tration areas. The most magnificent temple in a city, with rare 
exceptions, is that to its own eponymous goddess.

While peasant buildings may be roofed in thatch or turf, most 
urban dwellings and all public buildings are roofed with tiles. 
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Heal, Perfume, Light, Tidy and 
Polish. Citizens are expected to 
use them to keep public spaces, 
monuments and shrines in 
good order.

Some Taskan theist cults offer 
standard benefits to initiates, 
but the majority exist to pro-
vide moral and financial sup-
port to an individual’s personal 
journey of  devotion (see the 
Magic chapter for information 
on Personal Religion).  Typical 
Taskan deities are Thesh, god 
of  fire; Tarsen, god of  civil-
isation and letters; Machank, 
god of  war, Tethis, goddess of  
love; Samanse, goddess of  the 
hearth and home; Basat, god of  
life and light; Hoonvel god of  
farming. 

Social Class for 
Taskan Characters
The Taskan Empire has no 
slaves and the ruling class – aside from the Emperor himself  
who has no progeny – refers to the powerful individuals and 
families who occupy positions of  power in individual cities, 
provinces or in the army. For Taskan characters a roll of  03-20 
on the standard runeQueSt table for Social Class is treated 
as a Freeman, and 00 is treated as Aristocracy. Taskan citizens 
are not assessed by wealth or status, and all citizens, male and 
female, have the right to vote for their local leaders and stand 
for public office… so long as they do so through the auspices 
of  the Emperor-cult.

Typical professions
Any

thennalts
Almost ubiquitous in the northern parts of  Taygus, the Thenn-
alts are a matrix of  many different peoples, speaking related 
languages and united by the recognition of  the earth goddess 
Theyna as the paramount deity. Thennalts are spread across 
an enormous geographical area, and live in communities that 

operate at a variety of  levels 
of  development and cultural 
sophistication.

Thennalts can also be quite 
mobile; a bored young man 
stuck in an agricultural back-
water in Zathrum may well go 
in search of  fortune elsewhere 
and, for example, offer his ser-
vices to a Marangian warlord if  
he thinks that will get him what 
he wants from life. Home is 
where you are born and where 
you hope to bring up your chil-
dren and see your bones laid to 
rest, however at any other time 
going off  to see the world is 
considered a manly virtue. 

Gender roles among Thennalts 
are clearly defined and tradi-
tional but there is no particular 
dignity attached to one gender 
or the other. Thennalt men 
tend to wear a short tunic, often 
colorful, gathered at the waist 

with a broad girdle or belt, usually of  leather and adorned with 
bronze.  The sword is a status symbol; only married men who 
are heads of  their own household are entitled to use one. 

Culture Type
Barbarian 

Language
Thennalt (regional dialects are Brotomagia, Camtri, Korantia, 
Marangia or Zathrum.)

Customs
Thennalt

Standard Skills
Athletics, Brawn, Endurance, First Aid, Locale*, Perception; and either 
Boating, Drive or Ride. 

Example Combat Styles
Chariot Fighter, Huntsman, Levy Spearman, Thennalt Levy 
Skirmisher 

Taskan Warrior
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invented all the time. Some examples of  how these are repre-
sented are given here. 

Personal Religion
Not all access to divine power is conducted through the medium 
of  a cult. In many cases, and in the Taskan Empire in particular, 
an individual strikes up a direct relationship with a supernatural 
being, becoming a Devotee. In these situations the worshipper 
does not hold a cult rank by which to determine which miracles 
and spells he is eligible to access, and so the Devotion skill is 
used as a measure of  worthiness both for access to miracles and 
as a guide to the maximum size of  the worshipper’s Devotional 
Pool.

Improvement rolls for the Devotion skill are usually gained 
through pilgrimage, service and making dedications to the 
deity concerned, and not from the Improvement Rolls awarded 
through normal play. 

Gaining Miracles still requires access to the entity that provides 
them via some sort of  sacred connection - either a face to face 
confrontation, or through a temple, shrine, relic, holy person 
or holy place.  Such access is often controlled by a cult that 
attempts to restrict access to its own members, or by some 
other local power or ruler who charges handsomely for the 
privilege. Without community support it may also be difficult 
to gain access to the place where the devotional pool can be 
replenished as required.

In lands such as Tarsenia where personal religion is the norm, 
the role of  a cult is more like that of  a Brotherhood, and can 
be simply a mutual support organisation to prepare devotees 
to undergo the personal pilgrimages and other observances 
required to establish and grow their relationship with the god. 
It is quite common for a shrine, artefact or holy man to offer 
only a single Miracle, and the devotee who wants to develop his 
range of  divinely-inspired powers may have to spend a great 
deal of  time, energy and cash to do so as he makes the rounds 
of  the shrines and religious festivals to be found across the 
Empire.

A character can have many such devotions so long as they are 
not mutually exclusive because of  the hostility of  one deity to 
another. 

Multiple Cults to the same Deity
A deity may have many cults devoted to its worship, and not all 
are of  equal status.  Each cult will have its own rules and ranks, 
and it is entirely possible these cults are hostile to one another, 
competing for the god’s favour and for access to sacred sites 
and artefacts that add to the cult’s influence, prestige and mag-
ical power. Some of  those cults may not provide the god’s full 
range of  miracles, and some may have access to unique miracles 
that even bigger and more potent rival cults cannot reproduce.

Pacts
There are gods who receive no organised worship, and there 
are many creatures who are god-like or who aspire to being 
gods, and there are entities that are a fragment or aspect of  a 
true deity that does not merit full worship. All these entities 
might seek bargains with mortal creatures that provide them 
with Magic Points to use as their own, and offer any number 
of  benefits, favours, and gifts in return. Such a relationship is 
known as a Pact.

Pacts are often sought out by sorcerers who spend lifetimes 
researching what entity can provide them with the benefit they 
need, how the entity can be summoned or contacted, and what 
are the tactics to use when negotiating the terms of  the deal. 
In Assabia, Pacts are the norm for how business is conducted 
between man and gods, since Assabians make little distinction 
between deities and demons; treating them all much the same 
way.

In contrast to the devotional pools of  Theism, a Pact actually 
places part of  the dedicator’s soul at the entity’s disposal, and 
so reduces the dedicator’s personal Magic Points until such time 
as the Pact is terminated. The minimum Magic Point dedication 
is 1 and, if  the entity accepts donations of  Magic Points from 
sources other than the individual’s own personal resources, 
there is no maximum.  The points allocated to the devotional 
pool are not used for calling upon miracles, but traded for ben-
efits referred to as Boons.

Boons
A boon is a favour granted by an entity as its side of  the deal in 
a Pact. This is something that directly enhances the dedicator 
in some way. The cost of  a boon in dedicated Magic Points is 
provided in the table, however as Pacts are always negotiated 
agreements the Games Master is free to adjust these costs as 
appropriate to each situation.  

RuneQuest Cult Rank 
Required

Minimum Devotion 
Skill Required

Initiate 51%
Acolyte 71%
Priest 91%

Devotion Requirements
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arrIBeus of vestrIKIna
Arribeus’ cult at Vestrikina is an example of  a minor cult with 
an important role to play at major festivals and rites, but no 
power and influence within the state. Arribeus is the deity 
whose sphere is youth, spring and birdsong. The cult hierar-
chy is comprised of  a small cadre of  adults, its lay membership 
being comprised of  adolescents, girls and boys who are taught 
the songs and dances performed at the major state festivals and 
rites.

Every year a competition is held in the spring to choose the 
leading chorister from among the children of  citizen status, and 
for the next year this person is promoted to the rank of  Aco-
lyte. He is then eligible to become initiated into the cult upon 
reaching adulthood and serve for the rest of  his life as one of  
its functionaries. The lucky winner also receives a Gift from 
the deity with mastery of  the Sing skill (raised to 100%). It is 
possible for the Acolyte to retain his or her title in subsequent 
competitions, until they achieve the age of  majority, and thanks 
to the god’s Gift, they usually do.

The initiates of  the cult are choirmasters, teachers and ulti-
mately the arrangers and promoters of  performances.  The cult 

has its own high holy day each spring, but is kept busy all year 
by its contribution to festivals for the other deities honoured by 
the state cults.

Since this cult is essentially a means of  instructing the lead-
ing youth in the rites and service to their city, the Devotion 
skill used to determine the Intensity and Magnitude of  its mir-
acles is that of  the City Goddess. Nevertheless the Exhort skill 
required for Arribeus’ miracles is his own.

Skills
Dance, Devotion (City Goddess), Exhort (Arribeus), Lore (Music and 
Song), Musicianship (lyre), Rites, Sing, Teach

Magic
Only initiates and the annual Acolyte may learn the cult’s Folk 
Magic

Folk Magic
Tune, Ventriloquism, Voice

Miracles
Consecrate, Enthrall, Harmonise

New Miracle: Inviolate
Duration (Minutes), Rank Acolyte, Resist (Willpower)

This miracle can be cast on any Acoylte of  the cult, or 
any Acolyte or Priestess of  the City Goddess, or any 
sacred cult object relevant to the city’s spiritual exis-
tence with a SIZ of  no more than ten times the mir-
acle’s Magnitude. Inviolate protects the recipient from 
harm so long as he or it is within the boundaries of  the 
city. Hostile spells are automatically negated if  they do 
not exceed the magnitude of  the miracle. Physical or 
supernatural attackers must commit an action point to 
attacking before making the resistance roll, but if  they 
fail to resist the miracle they lose the turn in which the 
attack was attempted. Successfully resisting the miracle 
allows the attack to continue, but at one grade harder, 
and the spell negates any Special Effect gained by an 
attacker simply because the recipient is unable to parry 
or evade an attack.

An attacker must resist the spell for every attack roll 
attempted.
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shIPs and galleys
Single-mast square rigged vessels, sometimes supplemented by 
oars, are the standard maritime technology but without mag-
ical assistance they are at the mercy of  prevailing winds and 
currents to set their speed of  progress. The biggest Korantine 
vessels are all merchantmen, of  which the very largest are over 
50 metres long with a capacity of  1,000 tons. Typical merchant 
ships are between 15 and 30 metres long carrying cargoes of  
75–500 tons. 

Military ships and some private transport are usually galleys, 
of  which the biggest examples are Korantine vessels with over 
300 rowers. The disadvantage of  a galley – in addition to pay-
ing all those rowers – is that they are crammed full of  people. 
These vessels cannot carry much cargo nor sustain themselves 
at sea for very long and need to beach regularly to give the crew 
proper rest and space to prepare food and so forth. Ideally this 
happens every night. 

Merchant galleys, with a smaller rowing crew manning perhaps 
10 oars to the side and cargo capacity for anything between 200 
and 400 tons, are commonly used for shipping goods up and 
down the bigger rivers but are also used at sea. They are not 
capable of  the sprint speeds that a war galley or sleek yacht can 
deliver, but have the same advantages when making a voyage in 
calm weather.

Ship Class
For game purposes every waterborne craft is categorised as one 
of  three basic classes according to its purpose, available tools 
and materials for construction, and the prevailing technology. 
The huge variety of  circumstances, conditions and technologies 
that may be encountered mean that many variations and hybrid 
types exist, and frequent bouts of  competitive escalation in 
vessel size and magical enhancement have also produced some 
interesting departures from the standard models.

Seaworthiness
The class is the primary factor in determining a vessel’s Sea-
worthiness, a percentage score that acts like an Endurance skill 
to resist damage from wind, waves and other hazards.  A good 
captain takes care with his ship - and can augment the Seawor-
thiness roll with his Seamanship skill. If  the roll succeeds, then 
no harm is done. If  the roll is failed the vessel takes on water, 
suffers stress to its timbers or sails - or simply suffers overall 
wear and tear that requires maintenance and repair.

The three basic classes of  vessel are as follows:

Utility
The craft is designed for a very specific purpose or with 
restricted access to materials, and cannot be expected to stand 
up well to damage and punishment when in situations it was not 
designed for.  On the other hand a utility vessel may provide its 
crew with an easier grade skill roll when performing the task it 
is designed for, and to gain the same advantage itself  if  a Sea-
worthiness roll is called for. 

The basic Seaworthiness for a Utility craft is 30%

Galley 
The ship is proportionally long for its width (beam), with a ratio 
of  approximately 5 or 6:1, sometimes even more. A galley is 
built for speed and to accommodate plenty of  rowing positions 
along its length, and with high sides if  it is to accommodate 
more than one bank of  oars. Galleys are shallow draft and can 
usually be beached (dragged onto the shore) as well as ride at 
anchor. A galley’s specialist design results in some compromise 
to its stability, or perhaps makes it more fragile. Each vertical 
bank of  oars after the first increases the ship’s Size but can also 
reduce the vessel’s seaworthiness. 

Most galleys are either warships or private yachts. A war galley 
is typically 30-40m in length, and 5-6m across the beam. With a 
full crew at the oars it can produce sprint speeds, which increase 
ramming damage, but also allow it to overtake or outmanoeu-
vre a vessel dependent on sail alone.

Merchant galleys, with a smaller rowing crew manning perhaps 
10 oars to the side and cargo capacity for between 100 and 200 
tons, are commonly used for shipping goods up and down the 
the larger rivers, but are also used at sea. They are not capable 
of  the sprint speeds that a war galley or sleek yacht can deliver, 
but have the same advantages when making a voyage in calm 
weather. Galleys cannot risk going out onto the water on a ‘no 
sailing’ day any more than a sailing ship can.

The basic Seaworthiness for a Galley is 50%, however the big-
ger it is, the less seaworthy. For every Size above Large, a galley’s 
Seaworthiness is reduced by 10%. Archipelagan war boats are 
something of  a hybrid between Galley and Transport, having 
some of  the advantages of  both, and have a Seaworthiness rat-
ing of  70%.

Transport 
The vessel is optimised for carrying a cargo, hence it typically 
has a lower length to width ratio (circa 4:1 but Sharranketan 
Galleons are more like 2.5:1), and deeper draught. Such ves-
sels are usually the most resilient to heavy seas, but have to 
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Nymphs have a long history of  interaction with humans, and 
even celebrate marriage with mortal men. The children of  
such unions are generally mortal, but often have at least one 
enhanced Characteristic, and perhaps a Gift or exceptional tal-
ent. A nymph is not always friendly, and will use her power 
against those who she considers to be a threat to natural fea-
tures and creatures in her care - or even just towards those who 
offend her personally.

The exact type and boundaries of  her territory depend on the 
landscape or feature concerned. A nymph can exercise her 
powers - using Folk Magic and controlling the creatures who 
live there - within a range of  POW metres from the central 
point of  her locus without manifesting physically. Beyond this 
limit, and up to the extent of  her territory at POW x10m from 
her locus, she must materialise to act. If  a nymph ever travels 
beyond this limit she will begin to fade, losing 1 Magic Point per 
hour and unable to regain Magic Points until she returns home. 
When her Magic Points reach 1 she automatically dematerialises 
and returns to her locus. The only way the nymph can be taken 
away from her locus in spirit form is if  she is bound.

Nymphs are powerful in their home environment, can manifest 
at will and can use Beastcall and Pet on any INS-driven creature 
that lives there no matter what its SIZ. Some nymphs are capa-
ble of  turning themselves into an Elemental, usually an Undine 
or Gnome, with a SIZ of  1 cubic metre per Magic Point spent.  

A nymph knows Folk Magic and as these are inherent abilities 
she casts these spells at her POW x4%.  It can take an entire 
year for a nymph to recover spent Magic Points, and in most 
cases the process can only happen during a certain season.

Powerful Nymphs, Weaker Nymphs
Nymphs can have a greater POW depending on their type and 
natural habitat. Some common examples:

It is possible that a nymph’s POW may rise or fall depending 
on the health and vitality of  its home; a dryad whose forest 
has been mostly felled by woodcutters may, for example, suffer 
a reduction in Intensity with a consequent loss of  6 or more 
POW. 

Evil Nymphs: Hags
One way a nymph divorces her own power from the state of  
health of  her locus is in evolving into a hag. Hags are thank-
fully rare, corrupted and evil nymphs who generally have a 
bad attitude towards humans and many other forms of  life. 
Hags have similar Characteristics to their more benign sisters, 
but may have claws, a venomous bite, a set of  offensive spells 
and curses, and sometimes even control over undead creatures 
rather than the local wildlife.

Plague Demons
The most hated sort of  ethereal entity, one that is the wellspring 
of  diseases that can carry off  thousands of  victims. Although 
a Plague Demon has a material form it is in reality a miasma 
that can only really be seen with use of  magic; however the 
Lore (Medicine) skill can detect its presence. Due to its lack of  
substance to attack, the demon is immune to almost all physical 
damage, increasing the terror with which it is regarded. Most 
victims never even know they are under attack.

Species Home POW

Hamadryad A Tree 1d6 up to 1d6+6

Hydriad A pool 1d6 up to 1d6+6

Alseid A grove 1d6+12

Leimoniad A meadow 1d6+12

Dryad A forest 1d6+18

Naiad A spring or river 1d6+12 up to 1d6+30

Nereid
A coast, shore or 

cove
1d6+18

Oread A mountain 1d6+24

Oceanid The open sea 1d6+30


